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COPY DECK
Laliques Shih Tzu

Home
META DESCRIPTION
Trusted shih tzu breeder of show dog quality puppies for over 20 years, in Black Forest
Colorado - See our available puppies!
GOOGLE MY BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
We’re trusted shih tzu breeders of show dog quality puppies for over 20 years, in Black Forest
Colorado, so the process of choosing and bonding with your brand new shih tzu is simple for
you and your puppy. We also offer support to clients - great for beginners or seasoned owners,
so you can show your dog with confidence when you’re ready. There’s a good chance if you’re
here that shih tzus are the right puppies for you, but it doesn’t hurt to get more about the
breed, check out our website or call Leanne at 719.495.6865. for more information!
HEADLINE

Shih Tzu Breeder of Show Dog Quality Puppies in Black Forest Colorado
SUBHEADLINE
Trusted breeder for over 20 years, finding the forever home for the shih tzu just right for your
family
SECTION Two:
Headline

We Ensure The Quality Of Our Shih Tzu Breed
SECTION Two
Stress Free Transition
Our dogs are family raised and taught to be wonderful companions for families with children
especially. We have a breadth of knowledge to help the puppy’s transition be as stress free as
possible and work with customers to feel confident bringing home their new family member.
A New Puppy At The Right Time
We don’t give puppies away when they’re still too attached to mom. We’ll hold onto them until
they’re ready at 10 weeks, so they’ve started crate and potty training yet still remain
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impressionable, ready to bond with you. This ensures they’re easier puppies when you bring
them home to your family for the first time.
Proper Medical Care For Your New Family Member
We give our puppies the best medical care by deworming and vaccinating them before they’re
even listed as available and assure new owners with a 1 year guarantee of the puppy’s health.
Carrying On The Standard Of The Breed
We only breed to carry on the standard of the Shih Tzu breed, only selecting responsible pet
owners to also continue the shih tzu legacy. We choose pet owners that understand the
privilege and commitment of being a dog owner, especially of show dog quality puppies.
Is a Shih Tzu Right For Me?
Find out more about the breed to see if it’s a perfect fit
Get In Touch By Giving Us A Call At 719-495-6865

About
META DESCRIPTION
With over 20 years of experience, we make the process of choosing and showing your shih tzu
simple for you and your puppy
HEADLINE
We Make Sure You’ll Have The Perfect Dog To Start Showing With Confidence When You’re
Ready
Section one:
Hello, I am Leanne Howell, owner of Laliques Shihtzu and trusted breeder carrying on the
lineage of the Shih Tzu breed standard for over 20 years. I started back in the 90’s placing
puppies in the right forever homes for household families, now I’m focused on improving the
pedigree of my Shih Tzu for training and shows.

Section Two
So, Where Does Your Name Come From?
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“Lalique” represents the quality of our shih tzu breed; the word originally comes from a french
glassmaker and creator of a one of a kind style of art - a fitting title for a glamorous breed with
an incomparable style and colorful mane, named little “lion dog.”

Section Three
We make the process of choosing, bonding with, and showing your brand new shih tzu simple
for you and your puppy. And, we offer support to clients - great for beginners or seasoned
owners
CALL TO ACTION
Have questions for us? Check out our FAQS first, then give us a call at 719-495-6865

Privacy Policy
META DESCRIPTION
Check out our privacy policy to see how your information is used and how you can stay safe
using our site and services!
Last updated: (October 8, 2019)
Laliques Shih-Tzu ("us", "we", or "our") operates https://www.laliquesshihtzu.com (the "Site").
This page informs you of our terms and policies regarding the data collection, use, and
disclosure of Personal Information we receive from users of our Site.
We may use your Personal Information for improving the Site.
Information Collection And Use
When using our Site or services, we may ask you to provide us with personally identifiable
information that can be used to identify and you for the purposes of fulfilling our services with
you.
By using the Site, you agree to the collection and/or use of information in accordance with this
policy.
Personally identifiable information ("Personal Information") may include your name, phone
number, or email address, or at final sale; banking or credit card information through
transaction.
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Log Data
Like many sites, we collect information through your browser when you visit or use our Site.
This is what we consider ("Log Data").
This data may include information such as your computer's Internet Protocol ("IP") address, the
type and version of browser, pages of our Site that you visit, as well as time and date of your
visit, and other statistics.
In addition, we may use third party services such as Google Analytics that collect, monitor and
analyze information about you that we use for marketing purposes (specifically customer
demographics) to improve SEO and customer experience of our Site.
Communications
We may use your Personal Information to contact you with newsletters, marketing or
promotional materials and other information related to the selling of our services, if you have
opted into or subscribed to our newsletter. You are free to unsubscribe at any time.
We may also use your personal information (such as email address) to send you information
about upcoming litters, if you have previously inquired about our services.
Cookies
Cookies are files of data that may include an anonymous and unique identifier to track customer
demographics and other marketing data like analytics to improve your experience on our Site.
Cookies are sent to your browser from any web site and stored on your computer's hard drive.
Like many sites, we use "cookies" to collect information. You can instruct your browser to refuse
all cookies or indicate when cookies are being sent. However, if you do not accept cookies, you
may not be able to use some portions of our Site.
Damages And Losses
We are not responsible for any damages and losses resulting from or related to the use of
information and services on the Site.
Earnings And Results
While we accurately advertise all information, services, breed standards, etc, we cannot
guarantee any results or earnings by using any information or services we’ve provided.
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Legal Advice
Information on our Site is not expressed as legal advice.
Security
The security of your Personal Information is important to us, but remember that no method of
transmission, storage, or transaction over the Internet is 100% secure. While we strive to
properly protect your Personal Information, we cannot guarantee its absolute security.
Changes To This Privacy Policy
This Privacy Policy is effective as of (October 8, 2019) and will remain in effect along with any
changes in its provisions in the future.
We reserve the right to update or change our Privacy Policy at any time and you should check
this Privacy Policy periodically. Your continued use of the services will constitute your
acknowledgment and consent of the policy terms and any modifications to the policy.
If we make any material changes to this Privacy Policy, we will notify you either through the
email address you have provided us, or by placing a prominent notice on our website.
Contact Us
If you have any questions about this Privacy Policy or would like to exercise your right to change
or delete your personal information, please contact us.
LALIQUES SHIH-TZU
719.495.6865
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Frequently Asked Questions
META DESCRIPTION
We’ll answer your FAQS, so you feel confident; Do you vaccinate puppies? How do you ensure
the quality of the breed? + More!
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HEADLINE (H2)
Feel Confident Whether You’re A Beginner Or Seasoned Dog Parent!
When Do You Let The Puppies Leave?
We let you take your brand new puppy at 10 weeks that way it’s not too attached to mom and
has started crate and potty training to make the transition as stress free as possible. See
Available Puppies
Are The Puppies Vaccinated & Dewormed?
Yes! All puppies receive the proper medical care even before they are listed as available, so
you can feel confident in both the quality and health of your puppy. See Available Puppies
Are There Any Guarantee?
We offer a one year guarantee to ensure the health of your new puppy, Call Leanne for
additional details 719-495-6865
Do You Have Any Puppies Available?
Stop by our Available Puppies page to see the details of current litters, and bond with your
favorite!
Are The Puppies’ Parents Registered?
Yes, the parents are registered and also on site with the puppies, an important feature for
responsible breeders! Call Leanne for more information 719-495-6865 or Register Your Puppy i f
you need!
How Do You Ensure The Quality Of The Breed?
We have dedicated years of experience applying best practices according to breed standard
and have only bred to carry on the lineage of the breed. We do business from our core values
and only sell to responsible pet owners to carry out our mission. Want to know more A
 bout us?
How Do I Know The Shih Tzu Is Right For Me?
Only you can tell the right match for you and your family, but if you’ve spent the time
researching and landed here, there’s a great chance shih tzus are the right fit for you; It doesn’t
hurt to get more information, find out more About The Breed here.
Do You Only Sell Show Dogs?
We find forever homes for our shih-tzu puppies whether that’s for pet owners interested in
showing the dogs or those that want to add a new member to their family, although we do
dedicate our focus on show quality Shih Tzus. See Available Puppies
What Tips Do You Have For Those Interested In Showing The Dogs?
● You can’t show your dog until at least 6 months old
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●
●
●
●

You’ll need to start by Registering Your Puppy h
 ere
Being a responsible pet owner is at the core of showing your dog
Being dutifully committed to the standard of the breed is what dog showing is
about
Including your kids! It can be a great family activity and also benefit the local
economy too

Register Your Puppy
META DESCRIPTION
We’ll help you register your puppy with the largest registry and resource for dog pedigrees in the
US to start showing your Shih Tzu
Headline:
When You’re Ready To Show Your Shih Tzu, There’s Something You’ll Need First...
Body Copy:
In order to show your puppy when the time is right, you’ll need to be registered with the AKC.
The AKC, also known as the american kennel club remains the main registry and resource
center for dog pedigrees in the United States has after 135 years. Registering your puppy can
also have multiple benefits for your family.
What Are The Benefits Of Registering Your Puppy With The AKC?
1. Registering your puppy is lifetime, so you never have to go through the process again
2. Having a puppy is like bringing home a new baby, it can make you feel nerve wracking,
especially if something goes wrong; You receive essential resources for every stage of
your dog’s life when you register, so you can constantly refer back for guidance
whenever you need
3. It can also connect you with pet insurance coverage, so your furry family member is
covered in case of emergencies
4. It shows an integrity of your dog log (or line) as something you can count on to promote
good dog health and responsible pet ownership
Register Your Puppy Here
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Contact Us
META DESCRIPTION
We place our family raised Shih Tzus in the perfect forever home. Want more info on available
puppies? Call Leanne at 719-495-6865
BODY COPY
Most hear back around 24 hours!
We want to find the right puppy just for you, so you can have the quality of dog you’ve always
hoped for. Get in touch by calling Leanne at: 719-495-6865

CALL TO ACTION
Have More Questions Right Away? Get answers now by checking out our Frequently Asked
Questions

Puppy’s First Week
META DESCRIPTION
It’s time to finally bring home your brand new shih tzu for the puppy’s first week. Here are some
easy to use tips for new dog parents or seasoned owners
HEADLINE
Puppy’s first week is finally here!
SUBHEADLINE
It’s finally time to bring home your new shih tzu
BODY COPY
Pre Puppy Prep:
Establishing a working relationship with the breeder ahead of time is a good first step to getting
your Shih-tzu puppy. Then when you visit the puppies, see the puppy’s parents and ask
important questions before you give your downpayment like; were the puppies dewormed and
vaccinated? Have the puppies started crate or potty training?
At Laliques we make sure all these things are taken care of before we even list the puppies as
available, choosing responsible pet owners who ensure the quality of the breed just as strongly
as we do.
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Bring Home Your Puppy
Just as you prepare newborn’s room, you need to prep the house for the new puppy to
designate areas for the puppy to eat, sleep, and establish healthy boundaries that align with
your lifestyle: for instance furniture boundaries since toy breeds aren’t allowed to jump up or
down from furniture for safety reasons, plus creating a potty, training, and exercise plans. It’s
important to also lean on your breeder for food recommendations or questions about registering
your puppy with the AKC.
The feeling of bringing home a puppy is overwhelming. While exciting for the kids, it can cause
worry for how the puppy will adapt to its new home; the best thing about our puppies is our
pre-puppy prep to start crate training in order to help puppies transition well to families.
The First Night
It’s key to make the puppy feel loved and wanted in those first interactions also developing safe
boundaries that offer both comfort to the puppy and smoothness to the transition. Keeping the
puppy close to you is the best way to show the puppy the warmth it craves and is used to from
the warm bodies of it’s brothers and sisters.
But, that doesn’t necessarily mean you need to cuddle with the puppy nonstop but rather create
a safe space where the puppy can see you. Giving the puppy its own area near you and around
the busiest spots in your house can be a tangible way to make it feel safe. You can start by
getting the puppy used to being in its crate, keeping it close to you at night, and by throwing
treats in occasionally in the day with the door open to establish a routine of potty and
play…(Check our more resources for Surviving the first night)
CALL TO ACTION
For more information, check out our FAQS or give Leanne a call at 719.495.6865

About The Breed
META DESCRIPTION
There’s a good chance if you’re here that shih tzus are the right puppies for you, but it
doesn’t hurt to get more about the breed
Headline (H2)
Puppies are the family members you choose, so it’s best to pick the right one just for you and
your unique situation.

BODY COPY IN BREAK OUT SECTIONS OR SHORT PARAGRAPHS
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Each of our litters have championship lineage personalities and qualities, assured by our
appraisals. And, along with our concern for the breed standard is our need to place puppies in
the right home.
Perfect Family Dog
Their playful, friendly temperament makes Shih-tzus great for families in houses or apartments,
as long as puppies are walked occasionally. And, with the right incentive, our puppies are not
hard to train because of their high intelligence and need to please their owners. They’ll make
alert watch dogs because they are attentive and often bold characteristics, but they won’t be
doing any fighting coming in at 9-16 pounds and growing no more than 11 inches high, part of
the “toy” breed category.
Celebrities Of The Canine World
Shih Tzus have been popular among celebrities, but their height of fame began in 17th century
tibet as a favorite of Chinese royalty.
Grooming
Shih Tzus need to be groomed at least every two to three months along with brushing a couple
times a week to keep their coat untangled and show quality. And one of the best things about
their unique mane is its hypoallergenic quality, so those with allergies can enjoy this easily
adaptable breed.
_____________________________________________

Available Puppies
META DESCRIPTION
Check out our available puppies to pick the right shih tzu for you. Did you know we offer
guarantee the puppies healthy and quality as show dog? Call leanne for more 719.495.6865.
Body Copy
Meet Tye
Tye is a five month old tri colored shih tzu puppy with more personality in his toy breed size than
most large dogs
He's been family raised and has his parents on site
He's been dewormed and vaccinated
He's playful, bold, and obedient already starting potty and crate training
He's looking for a forever home with responsible dog parents: families are a great choice!
He's not far from 6 months, the first available age you can start showing your puppy
Bring Tye home for $1000
Have more questions? call Leanne at 719.495.6865 or wait for the next available litter due any
minute!
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